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Abstract

For management and trading purposes, information on short-term wind generation (from few hours
to few days ahead) is even more crucial at large offshore wind farms, since they concentrate a large
capacity at a single location. The most complete information that can be provided today consists of
probabilistic forecasts, the resolution of which may be maximized by using meteorological ensemble
predictions as input. The paper concentrates on the test case of the Horns Rev wind farm over a period
of approximately one year, in order to describe, apply and discuss a complete ensemble-based forecast-
ing methodology. In a first stage, ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables are converted to power
through a suitable power curve model. The relevance and benefits of employing a newly developed or-
thogonal fitting method for the power curve model over the traditional least-squares one are discussed.
The obtained ensemble forecasts of wind power are then converted into predictive distributions with
an original adaptive kernel dressing method. The shape of the kernels is driven by a mean-variance
model, the parameters of which are recursively estimated in order to maximize the overall skill of ob-
tained predictive distributions. Such a methodology has the benefit of yielding predictive distributions
that are of increased reliability (in a probabilistic sense) in comparison with the raw ensemble forecasts,
while taking advantage of their high resolution.
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1 Introduction

Future developments of wind power installations are more likely to take place offshore, due

to space availability, less problems with local population acceptance, and more steady winds.

This is especially the case for countries that already experience a high wind power penetra-

tion onshore, like Germany and Denmark for instance. This latter country hosts the two

largest offshore wind farms worldwide: Nysted and Horns Rev, whose nominal capacities

are of 165.5 and 160 MW, respectively. Today, each of these wind farms can supply alone

2% of the whole electricity consumption of Denmark (Mandelbaum , 2002). Such large off-

shore wind farms concentrate a high wind power capacity at a single location. Onshore, the

same level of installed capacity is usually spread over an area of significant size. As a con-

sequence, forecast accuracy is even more paramount for such offshore location, since a phase

error1 for instance may easily translate to an energy imbalance of very significant magni-

tude. Such an imbalance would then call for regulation either at the local or at the grid level,

resulting in additional costs for the wind power producer, the Transmission System Operator

(TSO) and consequently for the electricity consumers. In the present paper, focus is given to

look-ahead times in the range 1-48 hour ahead. For literature on shorter horizons (i.e. for

the few-minutes to few-hours ahead range), we refer to e.g. (Akhmatov , 2007; Pinson et al. ,

2008; Sørensen et al. , 2008a, 2007).

The potential accuracy of wind power prediction systems in offshore conditions, more specif-

ically for the North Sea, is discussed by Tambke et al. (2005), based on the accuracy of wind

forecasts and the ability to model wind profiles. In parallel, the forecast accuracy to be ex-

pected if having a pool of wind farms deployed offshore, following the German plans for 25GW

offshore capacities, is studied in (Tambke et al. , 2006). Very few literature exists however

about actual performance of wind power forecasting systems at large offshore wind farms.

The example of a forecasting method application and performance assessment results for

a limited size wind farm in Denmark may be found in (Pinson et al. , 2004). Conclusions

in (Tambke et al. , 2005) indicate that significant developments will be necessary prior to ap-

propriately understand, model and forecast offshore meteorological phenomena. In addition

to that, it is recognized today that the question of wake effects inside and behind large wind

farms comprises a real challenge, both for the resource assessment and the forecasting appli-

cations (Henderson et al. , 2003). Therefore, since related wind power forecast accuracy may

not be dramatically increased in the short-term, and since it is known that forecast accuracy

is highly situation-dependent, emphasis has to be put on providing forecast users with infor-

mation on forecast uncertainty. It appears today that for a large range of decision-making

problems, the most appropriate way of estimating and communicating forecast uncertainty is

with probabilistic forecasts, i.e. forecasts of the probability distribution (or some of its quan-

tiles) of wind generation for each look-ahead time. Relevant literature on this topic includes

e.g. (Bremnes , 2006; Gneiting et al. , 2006; Pinson et al. , 2007; Møller et al. , 2008).

It is foreseen that probabilistic forecasts obtained from ensemble predictions of meteorolog-

ical variables would have a higher resolution, i.e. a higher ability to resolve among situ-

ations with various uncertainty levels, than those derived from purely statistical methods

(Pinson et al. , 2006). The ability of ensemble forecasts of wind power (obtained from differ-

ent types of meteorological ensembles) to inform on the expected level of forecast uncertainty

is discussed in (Pinson et al. , 2009). Even though this comprises a promising approach, it

is known there are two remaining issues related to ensemble-based probabilistic forecasting.

They are namely the power curve model used for conversion of meteorological variables to

power generation, as well as the recalibration of wind power ensembles in order to obtain re-

1A phase error consists of a timing error in ramps up (or down) in wind power production
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liable predictive densities (Nielsen et al. , 2006). These two points are the focus of the present

paper, with application to the Horns Rev wind farm in Denmark. The meteorological ensem-

ble predictions used as input originate from a Multi-Scheme Ensemble Prediction System

(MSEPS) described in e.g. (Möhrlen , 2004). The nonparametric method employed for model-

ing the conversion function from meteorological variables to wind power production is based

on local polynomial regression. Its local coefficients are adaptively estimated with either

Least-Square (LS) fitting (Nielsen et al. , 2000) or orthogonal fitting (Pinson et al. , 2008b).

This conversion yields ensemble forecasts of wind generation. Ensemble forecast members

are subsequently dressed with Gaussian kernels, which are parameterized with a mean-

variance model. The relevant parameters are tracked with a recursive Maximum Likelihood

(ML) estimation method. The overall ensemble-based forecasting methodology permits to de-

rive predictive distributions of wind power with a maximized overall skill, being a trade-off

between reliability and resolution. The only requirements for its real-world application are

the availability of ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables for the wind farm, as well

as the availability of online measurements of wind power generation.

The paper is structured as following. In a first part in Section 2, the methodology for the

conversion of ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables to power is developed. Applica-

tion results for the Horns Rev test case permit to illustrate the relevance of employing the

orthogonal fitting method described by Pinson et al. (2008b) for the power curve model em-

ployed for conversion of meteorological ensemble forecasts to power. Focus is subsequently

given in Section 3 to the kernel dressing of wind power ensemble forecasts, in order to ob-

tain predictive distributions of wind power. The parameterization of the Gaussian kernels,

as well as the method for adaptive estimation of its parameters are detailed. Results on the

case-study show a significant reliability of obtained probabilistic forecasts, with a very high

resolution. Conclusions end the paper in Section 4, along with perspectives related to future

developments. Note that through the whole paper all variables considered are normalized by

their maximum value over the dataset, and thus comprised between 0 and 1.

2 Generation of ensemble forecasts of wind power

2.1 Methodology

The first step for obtaining ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts of wind generation relates

to the conversion of ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables to wind power. Let yt+k be

the measured power value at time t + k, while ŷt+k|t denotes a power forecast issued at time

t for that same lead time. In parallel, x̂t+k|t is the corresponding vector of predicted meteoro-

logical variables. For the wind power application, relevant meteorological variables include

wind speed and direction, plus possibly air density, temperature, pressure or humidity.

In a general manner, a model of the power curve for the conversion of meteorological forecasts

to power at the level of a wind farm, for a given forecast horizon k, writes

yt+k = gt,k(x̂t+k|t) + εt+k, ∀t, k (1)

where {εt+k}t is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random vari-

ables, such that E[εt+k] = 0 and σ2(εt+k) < ∞. In parallel, gt,k is a nonlinear function to

be estimated from data. A t-index is used in order to express the fact that g may be non-

stationary, and hence that the power curve model may be allowed to have slow variations
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over time. Smooth changes in the power curve model may result from e.g. ageing of the

turbines or maintenance-related issues. The k-index indicates that a separate power curve

model is defined for each prediction horizon, since the characteristics of the g-function may

also depend on k. For instance, it may intuitively be expected that the level of noise in mete-

orological forecasts — in other words of forecast error — would increase as the lead time gets

further.

Ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables consist of a set of m alternative predictions

for each look-ahead time. They may be generated by perturbing initial conditions of Numer-

ical Weather Prediction (NWP) models, by employing a stochastic parameterization of such

models, or alternatively by using different physical parameterizations of the models involved.

An accessible and complete introduction to ensemble forecasting in meteorology is given by

Palmer (2000). Denote by x̂
(j)
t+k|t the forecasts of meteorological variables (at time t for lead

time t + k) given by the jth member (j = 1, . . . , m) of the ensemble set. In the case for which

no information is available regarding the potential superiority of certain ensemble members

over the others, one may consider the mean of all ensemble members,

x̄t+k|t =
1

m

m
∑

j=1

x̂
(j)
t+k|t, ∀t, k (2)

as the best forecast that can be extracted from these sets of alternative predictions, see e.g.

(Murphy , 1998). As a consequence the power curve model (1) can be rewritten as

yt+k = gt,k(x̄t+k|t) + εt+k, ∀t, k (3)

with the noise sequence {εt+k}t having properties similar to those of the noise sequence in (1),

i.e. centered and with finite variance. The above equation permits to model the function for

the conversion of the best available forecast of meteorological variables to measured wind

generation, and hopefully comprises the most relevant power curve model for ensemble con-

version.

An appealing approach to the modeling of the power curve defined above consists of local

polynomial regression, for which the gt,k function is locally approximated with polynomi-

als at a certain number of fitting points, defined to span the range of potential values of

x̄t+k|t (Nielsen et al. , 2002). Indeed, an advantage of local polynomial regression is its non-

parametric nature, i.e. no assumption is made on the shape of the power curve. Such power

curve model may then be fitted with the aim of minimizing either a classical Least Squares

(LS, see Nielsen et al. (2000)) or a Total Least Squares (TLS, see Pinson et al. (2008b)) cri-

terion. The former method is more generally referred to as orthogonal fitting. The difference

between these two alternative fitting methods is illustrated in Figure 1. In the former case,

the distance to be minimized between observations and the model is defined along the power

axis, while for the latter case, this distance is defined as that between observations and their

orthogonal projections on the power curve model. It is shown in (Pinson et al. , 2008b) that

the choice of the best fitting method actually depends on the intended application. If one aims

at minimizing a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) criterion for the case of point prediction,

then one should prefer LS-fitting of the power curve model. However, if one instead wants to

obtain the most faithful description of the true power curve (as it is the case here), one should

rather apply an orthogonal fitting method.

This estimated power curve is used as a model of the true power curve for the wind farm, and

is then employed for the conversion of each meteorological ensemble member to wind power

production, every time a new set of meteorological forecasts are provided. If denoting by ĝt,k
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FIGURE 1: Fitting of the power curve model with classical least-squares and with orthogonal fitting methods. The

power curve model is nonparametric and uses local polynomial regression.

the power curve model estimated at time t for k-hour ahead forecasting, the jth ensemble

member of wind power production ŷ
(j)
t+k|t for lead time t + k is given by

ŷ
(j)
t+k|t = ĝt,k(x̂

(j)
t+k|t) (4)

while the single point forecast that is extracted from the set of ensemble members is chosen

to be its mean, i.e.

ŷt+k|t =
1

m

m
∑

j=1

ŷ
(j)
t+k|t (5)

One could argue that a different power curve model should be estimated for each ensemble

member. Indeed, in the case of multi-model meteorological forecasts, for instance for which

each model has a different physical parameterization, each ensemble member has its own

characteristics. This would not be the case for meteorological ensemble forecasts obtained

with initial value perturbations e.g. with singular vectors or bred modes, since in contrast

ensemble members would not be distinguishable (Bröcker and Smith , 2008). The approach

proposed here can be used as a generic approach whatever the type of meteorological ensem-

ble forecasts considered as input, and it has the advantage of lowering computational costs,

since a single power curve model for each forecast horizon has to be estimated.
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2.2 Application results

Below are presented the results related to the conversion of ensemble forecasts of meteoro-

logical variables to ensemble forecasts of wind power at Horns Rev. A brief description of

the case-study is first given. Subsequent Paragraphs then focus on showing the higher fore-

cast accuracy of the wind power ensemble mean compared to that of any ensemble member,

and on the comparison of LS and orthogonally fitted power curve models. Complementary

evaluation results are also given in (Möhrlen et al. , 2007).

2.2.1 Case-study description

The Horns Rev wind farm is located off the west coast of Jutland in Denmark. It has a nom-

inal power of 160 MW, and an annual energy yield of around 600 GWh. It represents one of

the largest offshore wind farms worldwide. The original power measurement data consist of

one-second measurements for each wind turbine. Focus is given to the total power output.

Time series of power production are normalized by the wind farm rated capacity Pn. Power

measurements or values of the different error criteria are hence all expressed in percentage of

Pn. An averaging procedure has been developed in order to obtain time-series of hourly mea-

sured power averages. This hourly temporal resolution corresponds to the needs of energy

actors for management and trading of wind power in Denmark, when horizons considered

range from 6- to 48-hour ahead. Because there may be some erroneous or suspicious data in

the raw measurements, the averaging procedure has a threshold parameter τ , which corre-

sponds to the minimum percentage of data that need to be considered as valid in a given time

interval, so that the related power average is considered as valid too. The threshold chosen

is τ = 75%. The available raw data are from 16th February 2005 to 25th January 2006. From

this raw data, the dataset of hourly power averages contains 73.4% of values considered as

valid over this period.

The MSEPS ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables used as input have m = 75 mem-

bers that all may be considered as relevant forecasts for the coming future. They are ob-

tained from different, and coherent, physical parameterizations of the meteorological model

employed (Möhrlen , 2004). They cover the period for which wind power production data

are available. These meteorological forecasts have a forecast resolution of one hour for look-

ahead times up to 48 hour ahead. They are issued every 6 hours starting from midnight. In

order to increase the size of the dataset, and also in order to mimic online applications for

which forecasts would be updated every hour, meteorological forecasts are iteratively slided,

as if new forecasts were issued every hour. This hence decreases the forecast length to 43-

hour ahead. The dataset obtained includes 8200 forecast series. The main meteorological

variables that are of interest for modeling the power curve at Horns Rev are wind speed and

direction. As output of the MSEPS ensemble prediction system, forecasts of these variables

are available at several heights. It has been chosen to concentrate on upper heights — that

is, heights closer to hub height, thus preferring predictions for 105 meters above sea level.

Several tries have been performed in order to integrate wind direction in polar coordinates

in the model. However, since no significant difference has been noticed regarding both the

shape of obtained power curves and the quality of resulting predictions, the results presented

here rely on a function that model the conversion of wind speed to power only. Such an as-

pect should be further investigated in the future, since the wake effects inside the wind farm

should certainly influence the wind farm power curve as a function of the prevailing wind

direction.
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For the modeling of such power curve at Horns Rev, both LS and orthogonal fitting approaches

are employed. The power variable is locally approximated with polynomials of degree 2 in the

former case, while it is approximated with polynomials of degree 1 in the latter one. This is

owing to inherent restrictions of the method introduced by Pinson et al. (2008b). A number

of 21 fitting points is chosen in both cases, spanning the whole range of potential wind speed

values, and in regard of their distributions. In other words, each bin formed by two consecu-

tive fitting points contains 5% of the wind speed values contained in the available dataset. It

is then necessary to decide on the quantity of data to be used locally for fitting the model. The

method employed relies on a nearest-neighbor bandwidth, for which a percentage ν of avail-

able data around each fitting point should be used for updating model coefficients, see e.g.

(Nielsen et al. , 2000). In addition, both fitting methods are time-adaptive thanks to the use

of exponential forgetting. The level of forgetting is controlled by a user-defined parameter

λ, λ ∈ (0, 1]. In order to decide on optimal values of the 2 parameters λ and α, the avail-

able dataset is split into two parts: the first 1000 data series are considered as a learning

part, on which decision is made on the optimal (λ, α) combination, while the remaining 7200

forecast series are used for out-of sample evaluation of forecast accuracy, and for compari-

son of obtained power curve models. Over the learning period, the first 400 data points are

disregarded since considered as a batch initialization period, while the following 600 ones

are used for one-fold cross-validation. The (λ, α) combination that permits to minimize a

Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) criterion of wind power point forecasts over

the cross-validation period is then employed for the whole dataset. For more information on

cross-validation and its interest in statistical parameter selection, we refer to Stone (1974).

The (λ, α) combinations obtained are (0.992,0.2) and (0.995,0.37) for the LS and orthogonal

fitting methods, respectively. The significantly higher value of the parameter α for the case of

orthogonal fitting of the power curve model is mainly due to differences in the fitting method

themselves.

2.2.2 The ensemble mean as the best point forecast

The aim in this Paragraph is to illustrate the fact that over an evaluation period of signifi-

cant length, and whatever the look-ahead time considered, the mean of ensemble members

is as good or better (in terms of forecast accuracy) than any of its members. Note that for

multi-model ensemble forecasts, or for ensemble forecasts produced from different physical

parameterizations, it may actually be possible to take advantage of known (though time-

varying) characteristics of each ensemble member for deriving a combination scheme, which

would yield forecasts of higher accuracy than the plain mean (Möhrlen , 2004). However, if

one considers pure ensembles, i.e. ensembles for which all members can be seen as inter-

changeable and thus not deemed of any specific physical characteristics, see discussion by

Bröcker and Smith (2008), the plain average of all ensemble members should then be the

best point prediction that can be extracted from the set of ensemble forecasts.

Results are not given for both fitting method of the power curve model, since they are qual-

itatively similar. The orthogonal fitting method is chosen here. For the evaluation of the

accuracy of wind power predictions, some error measures taken from (Madsen et al. , 2005)

are examined. As a basis for discussion, Figure 2 depicts the evolution of the Normalized

Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) and of the NRMSE, as a function of the look-ahead time, for

each of the ensemble member (dash-dotted curves) and for the mean of the ensemble mem-

bers (solid bold curve).

The envelopes of NMAE or NRMSE values are pretty wide, indicating a significant difference
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FIGURE 2: Performance evaluation, with both NMAE (top) and NRMSE (bottom) criteria, for the point forecasts

obtained by conversion of all meteorological ensemble members through the orthogonally fitted power curve model

(dash-dotted curves). They are compared to the performance of the point forecasts obtained by taking the mean of
all wind power ensemble members (solid bold curve).

in forecast accuracy among the various ensemble members. The width of these envelopes is

up to 5 and 7 points for the NMAE and NRMSE criteria, respectively. In both cases, the width

increases as the lead time gets further. This shows that some physical parameterizations

may be on average less relevant than others, leading poorer representation of meteorological

developments at the level of the Horns Rev wind farm.
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One notices that the NMAE and NRMSE curves of the ensemble mean forecasts lie below

those for all ensemble members. This illustrates the statement given above, such that the

ensemble mean is as good or better than any of the ensemble members. Here, the ensemble

mean seems as good or slightly better than the best member in terms of NMAE, while it

clearly outperforms all members in terms of NRMSE. This results from the fact that taking

the mean of various predictions allows for less frequent large prediction errors, which are

those with a very large weight when calculating a NRMSE criterion. In a more general

manner, NMAE values are contained between 10.4 and 15.9% of Pn, while the NRMSE ones

go from 15 to 22.1% of Pn. The general trend is that values of error criteria increase as

the lead time gets further. To go more into details, NMAE and NRMSE criteria stay at the

same level for horizon up to 10-hour ahead, while they exhibit a sharp increase for further

horizons. This increase is much steeper than what can be found in the literature related

to state-of-the-art performance of wind power forecasting systems, see e.g. (Madsen et al. ,

2005). This may be explained by a poorer ability of the NWP model employed to capture

atmospheric developments at Horns Rev.

2.2.3 Comparison of point forecasts obtained after LS and orthogonal fitting of the

power curve model

Let us then focus on the quality of point predictions obtained by taking the mean of all ensem-

ble members of wind generation, when obtained with power curve models fitted either with

the classical LS estimation method or with the recently proposed orthogonal fitting method.

First, the quality of point forecasts is compared by using common error criteria such as Nor-

malized bias (Nbias), as well as the NMAE and NRMSE criteria already considered above.

More particularly, focus is given to their evolution as a function of the forecast horizon. Ow-

ing to the fact that Nbias values are pretty low in both cases, related results are not given

here. In contrast, both NMAE and NRMSE criteria are depicted as a function of the look-

ahead time, and for both fitting method employed, in Figure 3. Note that the curves related

to orthogonal fitting of the power curve model are the same than those given and commented

for Figure 2.

The NRMSE evolution as a function of the look-ahead time is fairly similar for both fitting

methods, even though the orthogonal fitting method seems to be slightly better for horizons

up to 24-hour ahead and slightly worse for further horizons. As explained by (Pinson et al. ,

2008b), the higher ability of the orthogonal fitting method to better approximate the power

curve of a wind farm considered cannot be seen from evaluation of point predictions with

a NRMSE criterion – in terms of NRMSE, point forecasts obtained after LS-fitting of the

power curve model should actually be more accurate. However, such higher ability should

be revealed by lower NMAE values. This is the case here in Figure 3: the difference in

terms of NMAE between the two fitting methods is quite high, with an advantage to the

orthogonal fitting method. Note that the forecast accuracy of employing both methods has

been compared to that of the naive persistence predictor. Results are not depicted here, as

improvements with respect to persistence (in terms of both NMAE and NRMSE) reach very

high levels, i.e. between 50 and 60%, similar to that witnessed when dealing with wind farms

located in flat terrain environments (Madsen et al. , 2005).

What is often reproached to LS-fitting methods, when it comes to modeling the power curve

of a wind farm, is the fact that the number of hours with very low or very high production

are underpredicted. In other words, the resulting power curve model is “compressed”: it does

not span the whole range of potential power values. An easy way to verify this is to compare
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FIGURE 3: Performance evaluation (with both NMAE and NRMSE criteria) for the point forecasts obtained by

taking the mean of ensemble members. The two alternative forecasts originates from meteorological ensemble

predictions converted to power with the LS-fitted or orthogonally fitted power curve models.

the power climatology of the wind farm with that of the forecasts. This is done by comparing

distributions of power measurements and power forecasts, as illustrated in Figure 4, where

distributions are defined by a number of 10 bins spanning the range of potential power val-

ues. The deviation between distributions of power measurements and forecasts is calculated,

for each bin, as the difference between frequencies of measurements and predictions, nor-

malized by the frequency of measurements. Deviation values are located on the x-axis at the

center of the related bins. Positive deviation values correspond to under-representation by

the forecasts of the power climatology frequencies, and inversely for negative deviation val-

ues. In this Figure and below, focus is given to the 24-hour ahead look-ahead time. Following

comments and conclusions are also valid for other forecast horizons, since results are quali-

tatively similar. As an example for this forecast horizon, and for power values between 0 and

10% of Pn, the deviation between frequencies of forecasts and the power climatology at Horns

Rev is of 20% and 38% when employing the orthogonal and LS fitting methods, respectively,

for the power curve model of the wind farm.

From Figure 4, one clearly sees the negative effect mentioned above when fitting the power

curve model with a classical LS method. Frequencies of predicted power in the very low and

very high power production ranges (first and last bin) are clearly smaller than those from

the power climatology (by 38% and 90%, respectively). It thus seems that power values over

90% of Pn are almost never predicted. As a consequence, frequencies of predicted power

production in the middle range, i.e. in the steep part of the power curve, are significantly

above those from the power climatology. This is not the case when orthogonally fitting the

power curve model. Frequencies of power production values in the middle range are then

very close to the climatological ones. One notes however that for power values above 70% of

Pn the frequencies of forecasts are slightly higher than those from the power climatology of

the wind farm, while such frequencies are slightly too low in the range between 0 and 10% of

Pn. In a general manner, these frequencies are much more satisfactory than those obtained

with the LS fitting method.
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FIGURE 4: Relative deviation between distributions of point forecasts with the power production climatology at

Horns Rev. Results are 24-hour ahead predictions. The two alternative forecasts originates from meteorological

ensemble predictions converted to power with the LS-fitted or orthogonally fitted power curve model. Distributions

are are defined by a number of 10 bins. Deviation value are located at the center of each bin.

Another possibility for studying the difference between LS and orthogonal fitting of the power

curve model is to employ a distribution-oriented approach to the evaluation of forecast accu-

racy. This distribution-oriented approach has been introduced by Murphy (1993) for the case

of meteorological prediction, and consequently used for highlighting the characteristics of

wind power forecasting uncertainty by Pinson (2006). The idea consists of studying distribu-

tions of forecast errors conditional to the level of measured power production. Study of these

conditional distributions informs on the discrimination ability of forecasting methods. This

is done here by calculating both Nbias and Normalized standard deviation (Nstd) of error

distributions collected for 10 different bins of measured power production. Corresponding re-

sults are shown in Figure 5. It was commented above that Nbias values (as a function of the

look-ahead time) were very low and thus not discussed. One sees from Figure 5 that if Nbias

values are computed as a function of the level of measured powelatex table of contentsr, this

is not the case anymore. The variations in Nbias from low to high measured power genera-

tion are of large magnitude, with a tendency to systematically overpredict for low measured

power values, and to significantly underpredict for very high ones.

However, this effect is of smaller magnitude when considering forecasts obtained with or-

thogonal fitting of the power curve model. Nbias values are closer to zero, indicating that

the estimated power curve is less compressed than that obtained from LS-fitting. As a re-

sult, the level or Nstd is higher for the orthogonally fitted power curve model, except for the

2 flat parts of the power curve. If focusing on the range of high power values, one sees the

crucial difference between the two fitting methods, which was already visible from Figure 4:

the orthogonally fitted model is a more faithful description of the true power curve model in

the high-power range. Globally, results of our analysis seem to indicate that the power curve

model obtained after orthogonal fitting is a more faithful description of the true power curve

of the Horns Rev wind farm.
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FIGURE 5: First 2 moments (mean and standard deviation) of conditional distributions of 24-hour ahead predic-
tion errors. These distributions are made conditional to the level of measured power, and permit to evaluate the

discrimination ability of forecasts.

3 Adaptive kernel dressing of wind power ensemble fore-

casts

The methodology described in the above Section is suitable for obtaining ensemble forecasts

of wind power, while the specificities of power curve models fitted in different fashions have

been discussed for the test case of the Horns Rev wind farm. It is generally accepted that

ensemble forecasts of wind power are not reliable from a probabilistic point of view, i.e. that

the observed probabilities significantly deviate from the nominal ones (Nielsen et al. , 2006).

In practice, if probabilistic information is derived from such ensembles, one then witness an

underestimation of potential extreme events. In terms of the shape of predictive distribu-

tions, too much probability is concentrated in their central part, while the tails are not thick

(and long) enough. This will be illustrated in the result Paragraph below. In order to correct

for this, it is necessary to recalibrate ensemble forecasts. This is what is carried out in the

present Section, by adaptive kernel dressing of the ensemble predictions of wind power ob-

tained above. The methodology is described in a first part, while the resulting probabilistic

forecasts of wind power at Horns Rev are evaluated subsequently.

3.1 Methodology

Remember that at a given time t and for each look-ahead time k, ensemble forecasts consist

of a number m of alternative predictions ŷ
(j)
t+k|t (j = 1, . . . , m). The methodology introduced

in the following is described for a specific horizon k. It can then be independently applied

for every look-ahead times up to the forecast length of the ensemble predictions considered

(43-hour ahead in the present case). The basis of the method is to define a predictive density

of wind generation as the weighted sum of kernels that are associated to each ensemble mem-
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ber. Such proposal is extensively described in e.g. (Bröcker and Smith , 2008; Raftery et al. ,

2005). However, since it is known that the characteristics of wind power forecasting uncer-

tainty are strongly dependent on the level of predicted power (Pinson , 2006), it is proposed

here to parameterize kernels with a mean-variance model. This hence permits to control the

shape of kernels depending on the level of predicted power for each of the ensemble members.

And, because it is known that the uncertainty of wind power forecast may be nonstationary,

it is also proposed to recursively estimate the parameters of the kernel mean-variance model.

Long-term variations in forecast uncertainty characteristics can then be accommodated.

3.1.1 Nonparametric predictive densities from kernel dressing

Let us denote by f̂t+k|t(y) the predictive distribution of wind power issued at time t for lead

time t + k. The idea of kernel dressing of ensemble members consists in saying that f̂t+k|t(y)

can be written as a weighted combination of kernels associated to each of the ensemble mem-

bers. If writing f̂
(j)
t+k|t(y) the kernel associated to the jth ensemble member ŷ

(j)
t+k|t, j = 1, . . . , m,

this yields

f̂t+k|t(y) =

m
∑

j=1

wj f̂
(j)
t+k|t(y) (6)

where the sum of the weights wj is required to sum to 1,

m
∑

j=1

wj = 1 (7)

From a conceptual point of view, such weights represent the contribution of each ensemble

member and its associated kernel to the final predictive distribution. It may be envisaged

that some of them have a higher ability to explain uncertainty in wind power forecasts, while

some other may have a more limited one. However, in order to simplify the estimation prob-

lem that will be formulated in the following (since it would be necessary to recursively esti-

mate m weights for each forecast horizon), the weights are here set to wj = 1/m, ∀j. This

hence translates to giving the same importance to the information provided by each of the

ensemble members. Such simplification actually makes perfect sense if considering the pure

ensemble predictions discussed by Bröcker and Smith (2008), since it would not be possible

to distinguish any ensemble member from the others. This would be the case for ensemble

forecasts of wind power produced from those of meteorological variables from the European

Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for instance. This equal weight-

ing also makes sense if considering meteorological ensemble forecasts from a multi-model or

multi-parameterization approach, if considering that it is not possible to deem such or such

prediction as more relevant in terms of information about forecast uncertainty.

In a second stage, it is necessary to propose a shape for the kernel functions in equation (6).

The most straightforward choice is to employ Gaussian kernels. This choice is motivated by

the fact that in theory, any probabilistic density may be approximated by a sum of Gaussian

kernels (Scott , 1992), while Gaussian kernels have nice properties that will ease the deriva-

tion of recursive formulas for the adaptive estimation of its parameters. A Gaussian kernel
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for the jth ensemble member ŷ
(j)
t+k|t has the following form

f̂
(j)
t+k|t(y) =

1

σ
(j)
t,k

√
2π

exp






−1

2





y − ŷ
(j)
t+k|t

σ
(j)
t,k





2





(8)

where σ
(j)
t,k corresponds to its standard deviation. Employing such a formulation for Gaussian

kernels translates to making the assumption such that the various ensemble members are

unbiased, since each of them is centered on its corresponding ensemble member. A k-index

is used for the kernel parameters in order to reflect the fact that they will be different for

each forecast horizon. In parallel, the t-index reflects the fact that the kernel parameters

may evolve with time. By definition, a Gaussian kernel is symmetric and centered on the

forecast itself. However, a predictive distribution formulated as a weighted sum of kernels

will certainly take the form of a non-symmetric distribution (and possibly multimodal), thus

being consistent with the know characteristics of wind power forecast uncertainty (Lange ,

2005; Pinson , 2006).

Actually, a crucial issue related to wind power forecast uncertainty is that the standard de-

viation of prediction errors is directly related to the level of predicted power. Such standard

deviation is of lower magnitude for predicted power values in the low and high ranges, while

it reaches much higher magnitude in the middle range of the power curve (Lange , 2005).

This would hence imply that the standard deviation of a Gaussian kernel has to be related

to its mean, i.e. to the forecast given by the related ensemble member. In practice here, this

is performed by defining a mean-variance model that expresses σ
(j)
t,k as a function of ŷ

(j)
t+k|t.

From the characteristics of forecast uncertainty observed and discussed in (Pinson , 2006), it

appears relevant to define this mean-variance model as a logistic function, i.e.

σ
(j)
t,k = τ0

t,k + τ1
t,k

(

1 − ŷ
(j)
t+k|t

)

ŷ
(j)
t+k|t (9)

where τ1
t,k controls the shape of the logistic function, while τ0

t,k is a level term, since Gaussian

kernels would have a minimum width for wind power forecasts at the 0 or nominal power lev-

els. Note that both parameters of the mean-variance model are not specific to any particular

member. Indeed, being consistent with the equal weighting of ensemble members in equa-

tion (6) and with the core idea of them not being distinguishable, it is assumed that the same

mean-variance model would be valid for all ensemble members. As a consequence, whatever

the number of ensemble members, there will always be only two parameters to estimate for

each forecast horizon, which are namely τ0
t,k and τ1

t,k.

Some restrictions have to be set on the range of potential values for the mean-variance model

parameters. Since the standard deviation of the kernels must always be positive, this implies

that τ0
t,k > 0. In parallel, for the mean-variance model to have a logistic function shape, one

must also have τ1
t,k > 0. Finally, it may be envisaged to define a maximum value for each of

these parameters, that we will denote by τ0
s and τ1

s . Instead of defining strict constraints on

the range of τ0
t,k and τ1

t,k, it appears preferable to employ a suitable transformation, i.e.

νi
t,k = ln

(

τ i
t,k

τ i
s − τ i

t,k

)

, i = 0, 1 (10)
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with the corresponding inverse transform as

τ i
t,k =

exp(νi
t,k)

1 + exp(νi
t,k)

, i = 0, 1 (11)

Such transformation makes that τ i
t,k (i = 0, 1) is restricted to the range (0, τ i

s), while the

transformed variable νi
t,k is free to take any value in R. In the following, τ t,k and νt,k will

be used as vector notations for the mean-variance model parameters and their transformed

counterparts

τ t,k
⊤ = [τ0

t,k τ1
t,k], νt,k

⊤ = [ν0
t,k ν1

t,k] (12)

3.1.2 Adaptive estimation with recursive Maximum Likelihood estimation

Bayesian Model Averaging has been proposed by Raftery et al. (2005) for recalibration of

meteorological ensemble forecasts (of sea-level pressure and surface temperature). The core

idea of the method proposed here is similar, except that the weights are chosen to be fixed,

the estimation focuses on the mean-variance model for the kernel parameters (instead of the

weight to be assigned to each ensemble member), and it has an adaptive nature. This then

translates to a Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation method, where it is aimed at adaptively

maximizing the likelihood of the wind power measurements, given the predictive densities

resulting from the model. In mathematical terms, the objective function to be minimized at

time t can be written as

St,k(ν) = − 1

nλ

t−k
∑

i=1

λt−k−i ln (ui(ν)) (13)

where λ, λ ∈ (0, 1], is the forgetting factor allowing for adaptivity in time (by giving less

weight to old observations), and nλ is the effective number of observations,

nλ =
1

1 − λ
(14)

used for normalizing the objective function. We restrict ourselves to the case for which λ < 1

in order for nλ to be finite. In parallel, the term ui(ν) denotes the likelihood of the observa-

tion yi from the predictive density issued at time i − k for lead time i, and given the model

parameters ν, i.e.

ui(ν) = P [yi|ν] = f̂i|i−k(yi) (15)

The estimated parameters for the mean-variance model related to the Gaussian kernels, at

time t and for horizon k, are then given as those which minimize the objective function of

equation (13), that is,

ν̂t,k = argmin
ν

St,k(ν) (16)

The interest of this ML estimation method is that minimizing the objective function of (13)

is equivalent to minimizing the logarithmic scoring rule known as ignorance, introduced and

discussed by Roulston and Smith (2002). Ignorance considers a trade-off between reliability
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and resolution, which are the two properties wanted for probabilistic forecasts. Reliabil-

ity corresponds to the probabilistic correctness of predictive distributions, while resolution

stands for the ability of predictive distributions to resolve among situations with different

levels of forecast uncertainty. Such a trade-off between reliability and resolution is commonly

referred to as overall skill of probabilistic forecasts. For a thorough discussion on these as-

pects, and more specifically for the case of probabilistic forecasting of wind generation, see

(Gneiting et al. , 2007; Pinson et al. , 2007). Ignorance is a proper scoring rule which insures

that a lower value of the score indeed corresponds to a higher skill of the probabilistic fore-

casts (Bröcker and Smith , 2007a). As a consequence, recursively minimizing the objective

function in (13) will permit to obtain predictive distributions with maximized skill, given the

ensemble forecasts used as input and the chosen model for conversion of ensemble forecasts

into predictive densities.

From the formulation of the ML estimation problem given above, a corresponding recursive

estimation procedure can be derived by applying the method described by Madsen (2007).

Indeed, the basis for derivation of such recursive procedure is to employ a Newton-Raphson

step for expressing the estimate ν̂t,k as a function of the previous estimate ν̂t−1,k,

ν̂t,k = ν̂t−1,k − ∇νSt,k(ν̂t−1,k)

∇2
ν
St,k(ν̂t−1,k)

(17)

From equation (13), one can deduce that

St,k(νt−1,k) = λSt,k(νt−1,k) − 1

nλ

ln (ut(νt−1,k)) (18)

which then can be used for deriving recursive formulas for the calculation of ∇νSt,k and

∇2
ν
St,k. Indeed, that for ∇νSt,k writes

∇νSt,k(νt−1,k) = − 1

nλ

∇νut(νt−1,k)

ut(νt−1,k)
(19)

since νt−1,k is assumed to be the optimal estimate at time t−1, thus minimizing the objective

function St−1,k, and yielding ∇νSt−1,k(νt−1,k) = 0. In a similar manner, by assuming that

ut is almost linear around the optimal estimate, a recursive formula for the Hessian of the

objective function can be written as

∇2
ν
St,k(νt−1,k) = λ∇2

ν
St−1,k(νt−1,k) +

1

nλ

∇νut(νt−1,k) (∇νut(νt−1,k))
⊤

u2
t (νt−1,k)

(20)

Then, by defining the information vector

ht,k =
∇νut(ν̂t−1,k)

ut(ν̂t−1,k)
(21)

and the estimate of its inverse covariance matrix

Rt,k = ∇2
ν
St,k(ν̂t−1,k) (22)

one deduces from equations (17)- (20) the two-step updating scheme for the updating of the
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ν-estimate at time t, i.e.

ν̂t,k = ν̂t−1,k +
1

nλ

Rt,k
−1

ht,k (23)

Rt,k = λRt−1,k +
1

nλ

ht,kht,k
⊤ (24)

Note that for the application of this updating scheme, it is also assumed that the objective

function can be seen as locally quadratic around the estimate ν̂t,k, and thus that

∇2
ν
St,k(ν̂t,k) ≃ ∇2

ν
St,k(ν̂t−1,k) = Rt,k (25)

In practice, for determining the information vector ht,k when the new wind power observation

yt is made available, few quantities are to be calculated. Since we have

∇νut(ν̂t−1,k) =

[

∂ut

∂ν0
(ν̂t−1,k)

∂ut

∂ν1
(ν̂t−1,k)

]⊤

(26)

it is necessary to compute two derivatives at each time step. From the definitions given in

equations (6), (10) and (15), remembering that the weights are set to 1/m, and after few

mathematical developments, one obtains

∂ut

∂ν0
(ν̂t−1,k) =

ν̂0
t−1,k(1 − ν̂0

t−1,k)

m

m
∑

j=1

∂f̂
(j)
t|t−k

∂σ(j)
(yt) (27)

and

∂ut

∂ν1
(ν̂t−1,k) =

ν̂1
t−1,k(1 − ν̂1

t−1,k)

m

m
∑

j=1

ŷ
(j)
t|t−k

(1 − ŷ
(j)
t|t−k

)
∂f̂

(j)
t|t−k

∂σ(j)
(yt) (28)

with

∂f̂
(j)
t|t−k

∂σ(j)
(yt) =





(yt − ŷ
(j)
t|t−k

)2

σ̂
(j)
t−1,k

2
− 1





f̂
(j)
t|t−k

σ̂
(j)
t−1,k

(yt) (29)

and finally where the standard deviation value σ̂
(j)
t−1,k is directly given by inverse transforma-

tion of ν̂t−1,k through (11), then plugged into equation (9).

From the various formula derived above, one clearly sees the interest of the recursive estima-

tion scheme, which is at time t to use the last wind power measurement only for updating the

model parameters. In order to initialize this recursive estimation scheme, one has to define

some initial value for τ 0,k (thus allowing to set ν0,k), ideally from an expert guess on the shape

of the function used for modeling the mean-variance model. In parallel, the initial inverse

covariance matrix R0,k can be filled in with zero values. Obviously, such a matrix cannot be

inverted as would be necessary for updating model parameters with (23). The approach to be

taken then consists in using (24) for updating Rt,k only as long as Rt,k is non-invertible, and

start using (23) when this stage is reached eventually.
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3.1.3 Obtaining predictive densities and some of their quantiles

At time t is available a set of ensemble forecasts ŷ
(j)
t+k|t (j = 1, . . . , m) of wind power for look-

ahead times up to a forecast length of 43-hour ahead (for the prediction system considered).

In parallel for each horizon k, the parameters ν̂t,k of the mean-variance model related to the

Gaussian kernel parameters are updated by using the newly available measurements of wind

power production yt. From ν̂t,k, the parameters τ̂ t,k to be used in equation (9) are obtained

from inverse transformation through equation (11).

For a given horizon k the mean-variance model is fully specified by τ̂ t,k. The standard de-

viation of each of the m kernels composing the final predictive distributions can then be

calculated as a function of the forecast values of their related ensemble members. Figure 6

provides the exemple of such a set of kernels (dotted lines), where the ensemble prediction

values are given by the various circles. The closer the ensemble prediction values are to

the nominal power of the wind farm, the sharper the kernels, thus reflecting lower level of

forecast uncertainty. The final predictive distribution is obtained as an equally weighted

combination of the m kernels, and is represented with a bold solid line in Figure 6. This

predictive distribution reflects the spreading of ensemble prediction values: there is here a

higher density of probability of power production values being in the high power range. How-

ever, the tail expanding towards lower values indicates that there is still some probability of

observing lower power production. Note that the equally weighted combination of Gaussian

kernels is also consistent with the plain averaging of ensemble members used for deriving

point forecasts as in equation (5), since the expectation of f̂t+k|t(y) indeed corresponds to

ŷt+k|t.
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FIGURE 6: Example of a predictive distribution (for a given lead time) obtained as a weighted combination of

Gaussian kernels. Dotted lines correspond to the m individual kernels, while the bold solid line gives the weighted

combination. Circles are for the values of each ensemble members, thus related to the mean of each kernel.

For communication of the probabilistic forecasts, an optimal solution would be the commu-

nication of the mean and standard deviation of each of the m Gaussian kernels composing

the predictive distributions for every look-ahead time. This is because predictive densities

are fully defined by this set of variables. However, as this may not be optimal in terms of
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data storage and in terms of ready-to-use information for the forecast users, it may be pre-

ferred to communicate a number of quantiles of predictive distributions, for a set of nominal

proportions. It often seems appropriate in practice to define these nominal proportions as

uniformly distributed over the interval [0,1]. Quantiles of a finite mixture of Gaussian ker-

nels as given by equation (6) can be straightforwardly computed with numerical techniques

e.g. those described by Rahmann et al. (2006).

3.2 Application results

The method for transformation of ensemble forecasts of wind power into predictive distribu-

tions is applied here to the dataset resulting from conversion of meteorological ensembles

to ensemble forecasts of wind power. Out of the 7200 available series of ensemble forecasts

of wind power, the first 1500 are used as a batch learning period and for optimal decision

on the forgetting factor λ. This is done in a similar fashion than for the ensemble forecasts

dealt with above, that is, by employing a cross-validation technique. The last 1000 forecast

series of the learning period comprise the cross-validation set, and are thus considered for

evaluating which value of λ yields the maximum overall skill of the predictive distributions.

Overall skill is measured with the ignorance score described by Roulston and Smith (2002):

the minimum the ignorance score value, the higher the skill of probabilistic forecasts. For a

given predictive distribution f̂t+k|t(y) and corresponding wind power measurement yt+k, the

ignorance score value βt,k is given by

βt,k = − ln(f̂t+k|t(yt+k)) (30)

so that ignorance can be averaged over the evaluation set, and calculated separately for each

horizon,

β̄k = − 1

N

N
∑

t=1

ln(f̂t+k|t(yt)) (31)

or additionally averaged over all horizons,

¯̄β = − 1

Nkmax

N
∑

t=1

kmax
∑

k=1

ln(f̂t+k|t(yt)) (32)

where N and kmax stands for the number of forecast series and their number of look-ahead

times, respectively. The optimal value of the forgetting factor is chosen as that which min-

imizes ¯̄β over the validation set. It is found as λ = 0.995. This value is then employed for

the whole dataset. The probabilistic forecasts obtained over the last 5700 forecast series (the

evaluation set), are then evaluated as would be done for genuine operational predictions.

Regarding the mean-variance model parameters, they are initialized to

τ 0,k
⊤ = [0.1 0.7], ∀k

from expert knowledge on the expected level of forecast uncertainty depending on the level of

predicted wind power. In parallel, the upper bounds for the mean-variance model parameters

are set to

τs
0,k = 0.5, τs

1,k = 2, ∀k
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thus reflecting the fact that the minimum standard deviation of the kernels may not be supe-

rior to 0.5, and that it appears unlikely that their maximum standard deviation (in the steep

part of the power curve) would be above 1.

As an illustration of the output of the forecasting methodology introduced in the paper, Fig-

ure 7 depicts an episode with both the raw ensemble forecasts of wind power (Figure 7(a)),

and the corresponding probabilistic forecasts obtained after adaptive kernel dressing of the

ensemble members (Figure 7(b)). The date and time of the day for these forecasts and related

measurements are not indicated, for confidentiality reasons. For this episode, as it is case for

the remainder of the evaluation set, predictive distributions are summarized by 19 quantiles

with nominal proportions ranging from 0.05 to 0.95 with a 0.05 increment. Predictive distri-

butions in Figure 7(b) are represented as a fan chart, i.e. as a set of prediction intervals with

increasing nominal coverage and fading color. Prediction intervals have their bounds defined

by quantiles with nominal proportions that are symmetric (in probability) with respect to the

median (Pinson et al. , 2007). Figure 7 also gives the mean of ensemble members, which is

introduced above as the best point forecast that can be derived from the set of ensemble mem-

bers if not having information on potential superiority of certain ensemble members over the

others. One may notice from both Figures that predictive distributions for each look-ahead

time are not symmetric, and also not centered on the derived point predictions. This com-

prises a simple illustration of the non-Gaussianity of predictive distributions even though

defined as a weighted combination of Gaussian kernels.

As explained above, a first objective of the kernel dressing of ensemble predictions is to in-

crease the reliability of the probabilistic information that may be extracted from the raw

ensembles. For verifying that this objective is met, the reliability of both raw ensemble

forecasts of wind power and of the predictive distributions obtained after kernel dressing

is evaluated with reliability diagrams, as presented by Pinson et al. (2007). Since reliability

evaluation results have been found to be qualitatively similar for all look-ahead times, they

are presented and commented on for two look-ahead times only. The corresponding results

are depicted in Figure 8, for the 12- and 24-ahead forecast horizons. In both cases, reliability

is depicted as a deviation from the perfect reliability case, as a function of the nominal pro-

portions of quantile forecasts. The deviation from perfect reliability can be straightforwardly

calculated as the difference between observed and nominal proportions of the quantile fore-

casts that define predictive distributions. For the case of raw ensemble forecasts, since it

has been considered that ensemble members cannot be distinguished, predictive distribu-

tions are defined by sorting ensemble members in ascending order, and to consider them as

quantile forecasts with increasing nominal proportions j/(m + 1) (j = 1, . . . , m). Note that

the perfect reliability case in Figure 8 can be assimilated to the case of having climatology-

based probabilistic forecasts, based on all available wind power measurements in the dataset.

Climatology-based probabilistic forecasts consist of a single predictive distribution obtained

from the density of wind power measurements at the wind farm, and that would be used

whatever the look-ahead time, time of the year or meteorological conditions. Even though

this probabilistic forecasting method would not have a significant operational value, it has

the advantage of being perfectly reliable and of having no resolution, thus offering an ideal

benchmark.

For the case of both look-ahead times in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), the reliability of raw ensem-

ble forecasts of wind power is far from perfect. Quantiles with low nominal proportions are

clearly overestimated, while those with high nominal proportions are in contrast underesti-

mated. Corresponding deviations from perfect reliability are here up to ±25%. This trans-

lates to saying that ensemble forecasts of wind power are underdispersive, i.e. that their

spread does not reflect the whole range of potential outcomes. And this, even though the
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(a) Ensemble forecasts of wind power, compared with measurements (diamond markers). The bold line is the

mean of ensemble members, which corresponds to the point forecasts that could be derived from the ensembles.
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(b) Probabilistic forecasts obtained after adaptive kernel dressing of the ensemble members, in the form of a

fan chart. Measurements for this period are also given (diamond markers).

FIGURE 7: Episode with ensemble forecasts of wind power and the corresponding probabilistic forecasts obtained

after adaptive kernel dressing of the ensemble members, along with measurements over the period.

orthogonally-fitted power curve model is less compressed and a better approximation of the

power curve of the wind farm. Reasons for this lack of dispersion may include the fact that

the power curve model may still not be ideal, and more certainly the lack of dispersion of

ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables. Underdispersivity of meteorological ensem-

ble forecasts may in turn originate from misrepresentation of the uncertainty in the initial

state of the atmosphere, or in the error growth induced by inappropriate representation of

the atmosphere dynamics by the model employed. The contribution of both of these aspects

in underdispersivity of meteorological ensemble forecasts is still subject to discussion, see
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for instance (Leutbecher and Palmer , 2008) and references therein. Adaptive kernel dress-

ing permits here to get closer to perfect reliability. Note that due to sampling effects, even if

ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts were reliable, the curve resulting from their reliability

evaluation would not lie along the line y = 0 (Bröcker and Smith , 2007b; Toth et al. , 2003).

One notices a small (but apparently systematic) underestimation of the upper quantiles of

predictive distributions. This may be due to the shape chosen for kernels, i.e. Gaussian,

which may be not the most appropriate one for describing uncertainty information given by

each ensemble member. Future works should focus on comparing different types of kernels,

in order to see how reliability results may be affected by such a choice. From a more gen-

eral perspective on the results obtained, it appears that deviations from perfect reliability

observed here for the Horns Rev test case over a year are comparable to that observed for

ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts discussed in Nielsen et al. (2006) for the whole west-

ern Denmark area.
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(b) k = 24

FIGURE 8: Evaluation of the reliability of both raw ensemble forecasts of wind power and obtained predictive

densities, for two look-ahead times. Reliability is assessed in terms of deviation from perfect reliability, which could

be for instance met if producing probabilistic forecasts based on climatology.

Even though the aim of adaptive kernel dressing is to increase the reliability of ensemble

forecasts of wind power when converting them into predictive distributions, one remembers

that this is done by aiming at optimizing the overall skill of predictive distributions. Overall

skill consists of a compromise between reliability and resolution. Therefore, not observing

perfect reliability as it is the case here is actually not a surprise. Over the evaluation set,

the skill of predictive distribution is assessed by calculating ignorance score values. A differ-

ent value of the ignorance score is calculated for each forecast horizon (i.e. with β̄k, defined

by (31)), as a different model has been set up for each of them, and because it is expected

that overall skill would decrease as the lead time increases. Results from this overall skill

assessment are depicted in Figure 9.

When using the ignorance score, an interesting reference value is 0. This is because if hav-

ing no knowledge at all on past and potential future power production at the wind farm, the

safest probabilistic forecast would simplify to a uniform distribution, i.e. to assuming that

any power production is equally probable. Whatever the outcome, the ignorance score value

of a uniform predictive distribution is 0. Then, if a predictive distribution is more informa-

tive than a uniform distribution, the ignorance score value is negative, and decreases as the
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FIGURE 9: Evaluation of the overall skill of predictive densities of wind power, compared to that of predictive den-

sities obtained from climatology. Even if climatology-based probabilistic forecasts would be perfectly reliable, their
overall skill is dramatically lower than that of ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts, since having no resolution.

content of information increases. Inversely, if the ignorance score value is above zero, this

means that issued predictive distributions are actually worse than a simple uniform density

guess. The second reference value that is of interest when evaluating predictive distributions

is that of climatology-based probabilistic forecasts. Indeed, as stated above, such probabilis-

tic forecasts are perfectly reliable, but they have no resolution. As a consequence, a lower

ignorance score value for ensemble-based predictive distributions would demonstrate their

superior skill originating from their higher resolution (and hopefully their acceptable level of

reliability).

In the case of Figure 9, one observes that the ignorance score values of climatology-based

predictive distributions are just below 0, while those for ensemble-based ones are signifi-

cantly lower. Even though climatology based predictive forecasts may be perfectly reliable,

they do not contain much more information than uniform predictive distributions, i.e. than

purely random guesses on potential wind power production. In addition, the overall skill

of climatology-based predictive distributions is constant whatever the look-ahead time, as

it is always the same predictive distributions that is used. In contrast, the overall skill of

ensemble-based predictive distributions diminishes as the look-ahead time increases (since

ignorance score values gets closer to 0), while staying at a similar level for look-ahead times

between 1- and 10-hour ahead. However over the whole forecast length considered, the over-

all skill of ensemble-based predictive distributions is dramatically higher, thus showing the

additional resolution of such the proposed probabilistic forecasting methodology.
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4 Conclusions

Ensemble and probabilistic forecasting of wind power production, as well as the development

of forecasting methodologies specially dedicated to offshore conditions, are currently two cru-

cial research and development areas. This is due to their potential impacts on easing the

integration of large amount of offshore wind power into the existing electricity grids. Even

for the case of the classical point forecasting of wind power, very few results exist about

the actual or expected operational performance of state-of-the-art forecasting systems if em-

ployed for large wind farms, and for offshore conditions. The main objective of the present

paper have been to merge these aspects by describing and evaluating an ensemble-based fore-

casting methodology applied to the test case of the Horns Rev wind farm in Denmark. It is

true that the mathematical methods described for the conversion of meteorological ensemble

forecasts to ensemble forecasts of wind power, or for obtaining predictive distributions with

optimized skill, are not specifically dedicated to offshore conditions. This is owing to the fact

that most of the improvements in forecast accuracy (and understanding of forecast uncer-

tainties) for offshore conditions may come from improvements in the meteorological forecasts

themselves, by better accounting for thermal stability of sea-air interaction for instance. In

parallel however, the method for power curve modeling may appropriately capture and ac-

count for the effects of wakes as a function of certain meteorological variables (mainly wind

speed and direction). For the dataset considered, neither significant improvement in terms of

forecast accuracy, nor differences in the shape of modeled power curves, have been observed

when considering the power curve model as a function of the forecast wind direction. Further

application to a longer dataset may permit to better reveal its potential influence.

Regarding the proposed mathematical methods themselves, it would of particular interest to

carry out further evaluation works by applying it to a variety of wind farms, and for longer

time periods. Emphasis should be given to the choice of alternative kernels e.g. Beta ones,

in order to assess the influence of such a choice on the reliability and resolution of obtained

predictive distributions. The concept of employing a mean-variance model for the Kernel pa-

rameters may be generalized so that this model is made nonparametric for instance. This

may also be extended to higher moments (mainly skewness and kurtosis) in order to better

describe the shape of kernels to be used. In parallel, the possibility of differentiating ensem-

ble members in the weighted combination scheme, and of having a specific mean-variance

model for each of them should be investigated. The large number of ensemble members

would then lead to an even larger number of parameters to be tracked adaptively, which will

lead to a complex estimation problem. This may be performed in a BMA framework or by

modeling the superiority of certain ensemble members over the other with a hidden Markov

chain. Note that the proposed method should then be consistent with a combination scheme

for ensemble members permitting to derive an optimal point forecast, as such an optimal

point forecast is to be the expectation of the related predictive distribution. And, whatever

the framework chosen, it will only be possible to apply the resulting approach for multi-model

or multi-parameterization kind of ensembles, like those considered in the present paper. Ide-

ally, for pure ensembles e.g. those generated by ECMWF, it should not be possible to deem

certain members as superior to the others.

For the evaluation of ensemble-based predictive distributions of wind generation, another

benchmark should also be considered in the future, which consists of purely statistical meth-

ods for probabilistic forecasting of wind generation. This will permit to discuss and poten-

tially demonstrate the higher resolution of ensemble-based probabilistic forecasts in compar-

ison with those based on purely statistical methods. It is actually still an open question if,

for the power application, probabilistic forecasts based on meteorological ensemble predic-
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tions may be of higher quality (and potentially have a higher value) than those derived from

purely statistical methods that clearly capture today the specificities of wind power forecast

uncertainty.
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